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How to Write and Publish a Scientific Paper
Write. Publish. Repeat. The No-Luck-Required Guide to Publishing In 2013, Johnny B. Truant and Sean Platt published 1.5 million words and
made their full-time livings as indie authors. In Write. Publish. Repeat., they tell you exactly how they did it: how they created over 15
independent franchises across 50+ published works, how they turned their art into a logical, sustainable business, and how any independent
author can do the same to build a sustainable, profitable career with their writing. Write. Publish. Repeat. explains the current self-publishing
landscape and covers the truths and myths about what it means to be an indie author now and in the foreseeable future. It explains how to
create books your readers will love and will want to return to again and again. Write. Publish. Repeat. details expert methods for building
story worlds, characters, and plots, understanding your market (right down to your ideal reader), using the best tools possible to capture your
draft, and explains proven best practices for editing. The book also discusses covers, titles, formatting, pricing, and publishing to multiple
platforms, plus a bit on getting your books into print (and why that might not be a good idea!). But most importantly, Write. Publish. Repeat.
details the psychology-driven marketing plan that Sean and Johnny built to shape their stories into "products" that readers couldn't help but
be drawn into -- thus almost automatically generating sales -- and explores ways that smart, business-minded writers can do the same to
future-proof their careers. This book is not a formula with an easy path to follow. It is a guidebook that will help you build a successful indie
publishing career, no matter what type of writer you are so long as you're the type who's willing to do the work. What Indie Authors and
Thought Leaders Are Saying: "Two of the best in the biz A gem for aspiring authors." -- Hugh Howey "I have a pretty popular blog on selfpublishing, and I've written a couple of books on the topic myself - meaning I've read a lot on the topic and come across lots of different
strategies and approaches to building a loyal audience. For my money, this is the best book on self-publishing out there." -- David Gaughran
"It's tough to find more honest and straight-forward marketing advice than what you'll get from these indie authors." -- Jane Friedman, former
publisher of Writer's Digest "The most important book on self-publishing I've ever read. " -- Karol Gajda "Consider it the most valuable guide
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book to publishing success." -- Jim Kukral, Author Marketing Club You'll Wish You Could Have Read it Years Ago!

How to Write and Publish a Scientific Paper
The millionaire lifestyle isn't about your bank balance. In the revised and expanded second edition of Millionaire in Flip Flops, The Lifestyle
Edition, Sue gives you concrete action steps to follow to create your own life the way you dream of living it. With Sue's guidance, it's well
within reach.

The Last Wish
Do less reading and more writing! This workbook was designed to get you writing your research articles and publishing in peer-reviewed
journals right now. With this workbook, you will actually write as you read. Each chapter ends with a summary of important points and fill-in
exercises that will lead you write a complete draft of your research article. This book was written by a scientist for scientists. Dr. Luz Claudio
understands the pressures of academia and the need for all scientists to publish or perish. With over 25 years of experience teaching and
mentoring students at all educational levels, she has distilled the essential and practical knowledge you need to succeed in becoming a
published scientist. If you are a graduate student, postdoctoral fellow, junior faculty, physician affiliated with an academic institution, a
government researcher, a leader of a community-based organization or a principal investigator mentoring future scientists, you need this
guide. The workbook can be used on its own or as a companion to the online course: WriteScienceNow.com

How to Write and Publish Engineering Papers and Reports
Pro REST API Development with Node.js is your guide to managing and understanding the full capabilities of successful REST development.
API design is a hot topic in the programming world, but not many resources exist for developers to really understand how you can leverage
the advantages. This book will provide a brief background on REST and the tools it provides (well known and not so well known). Understand
how there is more to REST than just JSON and URLs. You will then cover and compare the maintained modules currently available in the
npm community, including Express, Restify, Vatican, and Swagger. Finally you will code an example API from start to finish, using a subset of
the tools covered. The Node community is currently flooded with modules; some of them are published once and never updated again cluttering the entire universe of packages. Pro REST API Development with Node.js shines light into that black hole of modules for the
developers trying to create an API. Understand REST API development with Node.js using this book today.

On Writing
Bestselling author and creativity expert Jeff Goins dismantles the myth that being creative is a hindrance to success by revealing how an
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artistic temperament is in fact a competitive advantage in the marketplace. For centuries, the myth of the starving artist has dominated our
culture, seeping into the minds of creative people and stifling their pursuits. But the truth is that the world’s most successful artists did not
starve. In fact, they capitalized on the power of their creative strength. In Real Artists Don’t Starve, Jeff Goins debunks the myth of the
starving artist by unveiling the ideas that created it and replacing them with timeless strategies for thriving, including: steal from your
influences (don’t wait for inspiration), collaborate with others (working alone is a surefire way to starve), take strategic risks (instead of
reckless ones), make money in order to make more art (it’s not selling out), and apprentice under a master (a “lone genius” can never reach
full potential). Through inspiring anecdotes of successful creatives both past and present, Goins shows that living by these rules is not only
doable but it’s also a fulfilling way to thrive. From graphic designers and writers to artists and business professionals, creatives already know
that no one is born an artist. Goins’ revolutionary rules celebrate the process of becoming an artist, a person who utilizes the imagination in
fundamental ways. He reminds creatives that business and art are not mutually exclusive pursuits. In fact, success in business and in life flow
from a healthy exercise of creativity. Expanding upon the groundbreaking work in his previous bestseller The Art of Work, Goins explores the
tension every creative person and organization faces in an effort to blend the inspired life with a practical path to success. Being creative isn’t
a disadvantage for success; rather, it is a powerful tool to be harnessed.

How To Write Non-Fiction
Everything
'[The writer] in whose company the prison walls fell down' - Nelson Mandela. After a long silence Achebe published in 1987 what many see
as his greatest work - an acrid, frightening look at oil-boom Nigeria, a world of robberies, road blocks and intimidation in which those who are
meant to be protecting a country's citizens are in reality supervising the looting.

A Heartbreaking Work of Staggering Genius
Do you want to write a non-fiction book but don't know where to start? Or perhaps you worry that you're not an expert or have enough
authority in your niche to write a book on it? Are you ready to help other people and change your own life with your words? The first nonfiction book I wrote changed my life. Sure, it helped other people, but mostly it altered the course of my life - so much so that 10 years later, I
make a living with my writing. In this book, I'll share everything I've learned along the way and save you time, effort and frustration on your
author journey. The book includes: Part 1. Before You Write: Mindset Why write a non-fiction book? Can I write a book if I'm not an expert?
Originality. Or, "there are so many other books on this topic" Who are you? Personal stories and the writer's voice The day a non-fiction book
changed my life Fear and self-doubt Part 2. Before You Write: Business Types of non-fiction books Business models for non-fiction books
Who is your book for? Identify your target market Decide on the topic for your book Decide on your book title Your author name and
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pseudonyms How long does your book have to be? How long will it take to write the book? Your perspective on time Writing a book proposal
Part 3. Writing and Editing Gather and organize existing material Research, interviews, surveys, and social listening Structure and organize
the book How to write the first draft How to dictate your book Turn your blog/podcasts/videos/talks into a book Speed, quality and
perfectionism Focus and shiny object syndrome Writer's block Co-writing a non-fiction book How to turn a boring book into an engaging read
Elements of fiction in non-fiction Does non-fiction have to be true? Legal issues: Using real people, quotes, lyrics, images, and citing sources
Self-editing a book How to find and work with professional editors Part 4. Publishing and Product Creation Your publishing options Use
different formats to create multiple streams of income Non-fiction book covers Book formatting for non-fiction Pricing your book Your book
sales description Categories and keywords Turn your non-fiction book into a multimedia course Updating your books over time Part 5.
Marketing Non-Fiction Two models of marketing and the importance of mindset Book-centered marketing Paid advertising for non-fiction
books Author-centered marketing. The power of a personal brand Build your author website Build an email list Integrate email marketing with
your book Content marketing for non-fiction books My non-fiction marketing journey Conclusion and your next steps. It's time to (finally) write
your non-fiction book!

How to Write and Publish Your Own EBook in as Little as 7 Days
Writing for kids can be fun and rewarding-- if you can break into the competitive world of children's book publishing. Learn how to write and
promote a children's book that will impress any publisher.

Millionaire in Flip Flops
This easy-to-read, follow and comprehend book takes the reader through a step-by-step process never previously compiled into one book
alone. A short, 128 page ¿writer¿s dream book¿ with up-to-date resources and endless confidence building knowledge explores the
traditional, self-publishing and print-on-demand options available to every author as well as numerous unique and proven methods to sell
their book.

Laying the Foundations
How to Write a Book Proposal
In this valuable handbook, writers learn how to market the potential of a book idea and effectively communicate that potential in a proposal
that publishers will read.
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How to Write and Publish a Successful Children's Book
In this book Dr. Dannelle D. Stevens offers five key principles that will bolster your knowledge of academic writing, enable you to develop a
manageable, sustainable, and even enjoyable writing practice, and, in the process, effectively increase your publication output and promote
your academic career. A successful and productive book and journal article author, writing coach, creator of a nationally-recognized, crossdisciplinary faculty writing program, and with a long career as a faculty member and experience as a department chair, Dr. Stevens offers a
unique combination of motivation, reflective practices, analytical tools, templates, and advice to set you on the path to being a productive and
creative writer. Drawing on her experience as a writer and on her extensive research into the psychology of writing and the craft of scholarly
writing, Dr. Stevens starts from the premise that most faculty have never been taught to write and that writers, both experienced and novice,
frequently experience anxiety and self-doubt that erode confidence. She begins by guiding readers to understand themselves as writers and
discover what has impeded or stimulated them in the past to establish positive new attitudes and sustainable habits. Dr. Stevens provides
strategies for setting doable goals, organizing a more productive writing life, and demonstrates the benefits of writing groups, including
offering a variety of ways in which you can experiment with collaborative practice. In addition, she offers a series of reflections, exercises, and
activities to spark your writing fluency and creativity. Whether developing journal articles, book chapters, book proposals, book reviews, or
conference proposals, this book will help you demystify the hidden structures and common patterns in academic writing and help you match
your manuscript to the language, structures, and conventions of your discipline--be it in the sciences, social sciences, or humanities. Most
importantly, believing that connecting your passions with your work is essential to stimulating your ideas and enthusiasm, this essential guide
offers you the knowledge and skills to write more.

How to Self-Publish Your Book
"I think this book is kind of malleable. I've never really wanted to put it away and be done with it forever -- the second I first 'finished' it, I
wanted to dig back in and change everything around. So I'm looking forward to getting back into the text, and straightening and focusing and
deleting. Most of all, I'm thrilled that Vintage will be letting me include all the cool chase scenes, previously censored." -- Dave Eggers The
literary sensation of the year, a book that redefines both family and narrative for the twenty-first century. A Heartbreaking Work of Staggering
Genius is the moving memoir of a college senior who, in the space of five weeks, loses both of his parents to cancer and inherits his sevenyear-old brother. Here is an exhilarating debut that manages to be simultaneously hilarious and wildly inventive as well as a deeply heartfelt
story of the love that holds a family together. A Heartbreaking Work of Staggering Genius is an instant classic that will be read in paperback
for decades to come. PAPERBACK EDITION -- 15% MORE STAGGERING - Eggers has written 15,000 additional words for the Vintage
Canada edition, including an entirely new appendix.

The Savior's Champion
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The Business of Being a Writer
Have you ever considered writing or reviewing for the library community? Are you interested in publishing a book on your favorite author or
hobby? Do you need to write and publish for tenure? If so, Writing and Publishing is for you. Practical how-to guidance covering fiction,
poetry, children's books/magazines, self-publishing, literary agents, personal blogging, and other topics will help you write * As an expert for
other library professionals * Creative copy and information about your library * Copy for websites, blogs, and online columns * Bibliographic
essays and lists * Book reviews (formal and informal)Writing and Publishing will serve as a great resource, whether in taking the anxiety out
of writing or refining your style, you’ll use this book as much as your pen or keyboard!

I Hope They Serve Beer In Hell
Write Your Book on the Side
Hoping to save his family, one man enters his realm's most glorious tournament and finds himself in the middle of a political chess game,
unthinkable bloodshed, and an unexpected romance with a woman he's not supposed to want.

The Wisdom of Crowds
In this fascinating book, New Yorker business columnist James Surowiecki explores a deceptively simple idea: Large groups of people are
smarter than an elite few, no matter how brilliant—better at solving problems, fostering innovation, coming to wise decisions, even predicting
the future. With boundless erudition and in delightfully clear prose, Surowiecki ranges across fields as diverse as popular culture, psychology,
ant biology, behavioral economics, artificial intelligence, military history, and politics to show how this simple idea offers important lessons for
how we live our lives, select our leaders, run our companies, and think about our world.

The Everything Guide to Writing Children's Books
This book is a comprehensive guide in how to write and publish a book. I will guide you thoroughly in how to write a blog post and convert it
into a published book. You will learn all the best practices in how to become a successful author. I have written many books in my career as
an author and I want you to do the same.Become a successful author with many book titles in your name.Let’s start writing…You will learn
how to write a book, how to find a niche, ideas in what to write about, finding a writing style, page formatting, book covers, finding a publisher,
marketing your books and publishing your book.
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Pro REST API Development with Node.js
My name is Tucker Max, and I am an asshole. I get excessively drunk at inappropriate times, disregard social norms, indulge every whim,
ignore the consequences of my actions, mock idiots and posers, sleep with more women than is safe or reasonable, and just generally act
like a raging dickhead. But, I do contribute to humanity in one very important way: I share my adventures with the world. --from the
Introduction Actual reader feedback: "I am completely baffled as to how you can congratulate yourself for being a womanizer and a raging
drunk, or think anyone cares about an idiot like you. Do you really think that exploiting the insecurities of others while getting wasted is a
legitimate thing to offer?" "Thank you, thank you, thank you--for sharing with us your wonderful tales of drunken revelry, for teaching me what
it means to be a man, for just existing so I know that there is another option; I too can say 'screw the system' and be myself and have fun. My
life truly began when I finished reading your stories. Now, when faced with a quandary about what course of action I should take, I just ask
myself, 'What Would Tucker Do?'--and I do it, and I am a better man for it." "I find it truly appalling that there are people in the world like you.
You are a disgusting, vile, repulsive, repugnant, foul creature. Because of you, I don't believe in God anymore. No just God would allow
someone like you to exist." "I'll stay with God as my lord, but you are my savior. I just finished reading your brilliant stories, and I laughed so
hard I almost vomited. I want to bring that kind of joy to people. You're an artist of the highest order and a true humanitarian to boot. I'm in
both shock and awe at how much I want to be you." "You are the coolest person I can even imagine existing. If you slept with my girlfriend,
it'd make me love her more."

The Essential Guide to Getting Your Book Published
Geralt the Witcher -- revered and hated -- holds the line against the monsters plaguing humanity in this collection of adventures in the New
York Times bestselling series that inspired the Netflix show and the hit video games. Geralt is a Witcher, a man whose magic powers,
enhanced by long training and a mysterious elixir, have made him a brilliant fighter and a merciless assassin. Yet he is no ordinary murderer:
his targets are the multifarious monsters and vile fiends that ravage the land and attack the innocent. But not everything monstrous-looking is
evil and not everything fair is good. . .and in every fairy tale there is a grain of truth. The Last Wish story collection is the perfect introduction
to a one of a kind fantasy world. And look out for The Tower of Fools, book one of Andrzej Sapkowski's Hussite Trilogy, coming in October
2020!

How to Write and Get Published
"This book will show you how to prepare and submit files to a print-on-demand self-publishing service that is part of the Amazon group of
companies--a self-publishing service that you can trust, which requires virtually no investment (just a few dollars for the cost of your book,
plus shipping). Following the steps outlined in this guide, your book can be selling in as little as a week once your manuscript is
completed."--from back cover.
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Anthills of the Savannah
How to Write and Publish a Scientific Paper
Now updated for 2015! The best, most comprehensive guide for writers is now revised and updated, with new sections on ebooks, selfpublishing, crowd-funding through Kickstarter, blogging, increasing visibility via online marketing, micropublishing, the power of social media
and author websites, and more—making The Essential Guide to Getting Your Book Published more vital than ever for anyone who wants to
mine that great idea and turn it into a successfully published book. Written by experts with twenty-five books between them as well as many
years’ experience as a literary agent (Eckstut) and a book doctor (Sterry), this nuts-and-bolts guide demystifies every step of the publishing
process: how to come up with a blockbuster title, create a selling proposal, find the right agent, understand a book contract, and develop
marketing and publicity savvy. Includes interviews with hundreds of publishing insiders and authors, including Seth Godin, Neil Gaiman, Amy
Bloom, Margaret Atwood, Leonard Lopate, plus agents, editors, and booksellers; sidebars featuring real-life publishing success stories;
sample proposals, query letters, and an entirely updated resources and publishers directory.

Real Artists Don't Starve
If you have ever dreamed of writing and publishing your own book, you can realise that dream through self-publishing. Self-publishing is the
route many writers choose these days to make their works available to the reading public. Self-publishing today is different from what it used
to be many years ago when authors had to spend a lot of money to publish their book. Today, authors can self-publish their book for free or
for as little as $100 depending on the self-publishing platform they choose. As a soon-to-be author, the first thing you need to do to selfpublish a book is to know your genre. One of the rules of writing is that you should write about what you know. If you have a specific genre
that you enjoy reading, chances are that that is the genre you will want or like to write about. Consider your interests and the types of book
that you read before you decide on the genre you want to venture into. Your major aim of writing a book should not be to make money. It
should be about something you have interest and passion for. There a lot of genres available in both fiction and non-fiction writing. Before you
start writing your book, have a plan of what the book will be about and the genre it will fit in. You need to focus on a specific genre when you
are writing a book so you can market it. Some books may cross genre lines, such as paranormal and romance books, while some books will
fit neatly into a genre. What your book is about should be very clear to the would-be reader so they will be interested in what you have written
to want to buy the book. Most readers have the types of books they like to read and have a habit of sticking to a few genres. There are
different genres for both fiction and non-fiction books. You need to make sure your book stands out from other books in the same category. If
you are writing a romance novel, for instance, how do you make it stand out from other romance novels that are already in the bookstores?
This is a question you must answer. Once you have determined your genre and know exactly what you want to write about, you should begin
to think of marketing your book. Make it something that prospective readers will choose when they see it in bookstores or online. This will set
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it apart from other books of the same kind and lure readers to buy it. You can make a career out of self-publishing your books and marketing
them to the right audience. After you have decided on what you are going to write about and what will make your book stand out from the
rest, you can then begin to outline your book. You should write down an outline of the book and the points you are trying to make. Wellwritten books convey a message. Make sure your book conveys a good message to the readers that they can take away from the book. Read
books in the genre you are interested in writing so you can get the feel for that type of writing. Reading is a very good way to improve writing
skills. Before you start to write your book, read the genre that you want to write in and have a good idea of what you want to say in your own
book. Get a copy of this book to learn how you can take advantage of the self-publishing opportunities available.

If on a winter's night a traveler
In taut, exquisite prose, Kevin Canty explores the largest themes of life—work, love, death, destruction, rebirth—in the middle of the everyday.
On the fifth of July, RL and June go down to the river with a bottle of Johnnie Walker Red to commemorate Taylor’s fiftieth and last birthday.
Taylor was RL’s boyhood friend and June’s husband, but after eleven years, June, a childless hospice worker, finally declares she’s
“nobody’s widow anymore.” Anxious for a new beginning, June considers selling her beloved house. RL, a divorced empty-nester, faces a
major change, too, when he agrees to lodge his college girlfriend, Betsy, while she undergoes chemotherapy. Caught between Betsy’s
anguish and June’s hope, the cynical RL is brought face-to-face with his own sense of futility, and the longing to experience the kind of love
that “knocks you down.” Set in Montana, reflecting the beauty of its landscape and the independence of its people, Everything is a
shimmering novel about unexpected redemption by a writer of deep empathy and prodigious talents. From the Hardcover edition.

A Book Inside
This book will get librarians writing by dispelling the mythos surrounding “scholarly writing” by providing practical tools and advice. Though the
authors have extensive experience as scholars, this book is written in a friendly, approachable, non-intimating manner.

Side Hustle Blueprint
One of the BBC's '100 Novels That Shaped Our World' A worldwide bestseller and the first part of Achebe's African Trilogy, Things Fall Apart
is the compelling story of one man's battle to protect his community against the forces of change Okonkwo is the greatest wrestler and warrior
alive, and his fame spreads throughout West Africa like a bush-fire in the harmattan. But when he accidentally kills a clansman, things begin
to fall apart. Then Okonkwo returns from exile to find missionaries and colonial governors have arrived in the village. With his world thrown
radically off-balance he can only hurtle towards tragedy. First published in 1958, Chinua Achebe's stark, coolly ironic novel reshaped both
African and world literature, and has sold over ten million copies in forty-five languages. This arresting parable of a proud but powerless man
witnessing the ruin of his people begins Achebe's landmark trilogy of works chronicling the fate of one African community, continued in Arrow
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of God and No Longer at Ease. 'His courage and generosity are made manifest in the work' Toni Morrison 'The writer in whose company the
prison walls fell down' Nelson Mandela 'A great book, that bespeaks a great, brave, kind, human spirit' John Updike With an Introduction by
Biyi Bandele

Publish. Promote. Profit.: The New Rules of Writing, Marketing & Making Money with a Book
Italo Calvino imagines a novel capable of endless mutations in this intricately crafted story about writing and readers. If on a Winter's Night a
Traveler turns out to be not one novel but ten, each with a different plot, style, ambience, and author, and each interrupted at a moment of
suspense. Together they form a labyrinth of literatures, known and unknown, alive and extinct, through which two readers, a male and a
female, pursue both the story lines that intrigue them and one another.

Write. Publish. Repeat.
Laying the Foundations is a comprehensive guide to creating, documenting, and maintaining design systems, and how to design websites
and products systematically. It's an ideal book for web designers and product designers (of all levels) and especially design teams. This is
real talk about creating design systems and digital brand guidelines. No jargon, no glossing over the hard realities, and no company hat. Just
good advice, experience, and practical tips. System design is not a scary thing — this book aims to dispel that myth. It covers what design
systems are, why they are important, and how to get stakeholder buy-in to create one. It introduces you to a simple model, and two very
different approaches to creating a design system. What's unique about this book is its focus on the importance of brand in design systems,
web design, product design, and when creating documentation. It's a comprehensive guide that’s simple to follow and easy on the eye.

Self-Publishing Guide for Independent Authors
A new world has opened to writers who wish to have their words turned into finished books. With technological advances in typesetting,
printing, distribution, and sales, self-publishing has become a reality. But while converting your writing into a commercially available title may
sound relatively easy--based upon the claims of some companies that offer this service--there are many important considerations you should
be aware of before going to press. Publishing expert Dr. Jan Yager has created an easy-to-follow guide that will take you from a book's
conception and writing to its production and sales. Whether your work is fiction or nonfiction, How to Self-Publish Your Book offers sound and
proven advice at every turn, enabling you to avoid common pitfalls along the way to becoming a self-published author. The book is divided
into three parts. Part One takes you through the initial manuscript preparation--setting your goals, writing, sequencing, editing, and proofing,
as well as creating a business plan for your book's eventual release. Part Two focuses on the actual production of your book. It explains the
importance of cover and interior design, what you need to know about producing physical books and e-books, and how to turn your title into
an audiobook. Part Three provides key information on how to market and sell your book--subjects that are crucial to a title's success, but of
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which most writers have very little understanding. Also included is a valuable resource section that guides you to websites which offer
essential information on self-publishing service providers, including complete self-publishing companies as well as freelance editors,
proofreaders, printers, distributors, marketers, and publicists. Today, self-publishing workshops and lecturers charge hopeful writers hundreds
of dollars, promising to turn their self-published books into bestsellers. The fact is that your book's chance of success starts at its origin, not
with the finished product. However you choose to produce your book, whether through a self-publishing company or through separate
services, here is a complete road map to what lies ahead--based not on hype or wishful thinking, but on Dr. Jan Yager's lifetime of experience
in the world of publishing.

Writing and Publishing
In 2008, Rob Kosberg faced the biggest business test of his life. Like many others he had to start over after the financial crisis and build a
business in the worst economy of our generation. He did this with his own bestselling book and has gone on to help thousands of other
authors to replicate his success. In Publish. Promote. Profit. he tells you exactly how they are doing it. How some clients are earning over
$100,000 per month with their books, getting booked on massive stages, getting press and media on demand and becoming the hunted in
their industries. Publish. Promote. Profit. explains the current self-publishing environment and covers the ins and outs of what it means to be
an author, expert and thought leader in your field. Far beyond "how to self publish" or "book marketing" Publish. Promote. Profit. explains how
to create compelling content quickly and become a true bestselling author even if you have no list, no following and no platform. It contains
many real life examples and case studies of the successful systems his authors are using to attract an endless flow of leads, clients, speaking
opportunities and media.

How to Self-Publish a Book on Amazon.com
"The Savior's Sister is utterly unputdownable. It's compulsive, addictive, and mesmerizing. If you love romance, fantasy, and bloodshed,
ignore your TBR pile, this is the only dark fantasy novel you need." - Sacha Black, BESTSELLING fantasy and nonfiction writing craft author
In the thrilling companion to one of Book Depository's Best Books of All Time, experience the peril and heart-stopping romance through
Leila's fresh perspective. Leila Tūs Salvatíraas, Savior of Thessen and magical Queen of Her realm, is worshiped by all. Except Her father.
He wants Her dead. The Sovereign's Tournament-a centuries-long tradition designed to select The Savior's husband-is days away, but
Brontes's plan to overthrow his daughter ignites, shifting the objective of the competition from marriage to murder. With the help of Her sisters
and some unexpected allies, Leila must unravel Brontes's network and prevent Her own assassination. But as the body count rises, She
learns the deception runs far deeper than She imagined. When She finds Herself falling for one of the tournament competitors, Her father
finds himself another target for murder. Can Leila save Herself and Her beloved, or is their untimely end-and the corruption of Her realminevitable? TRIGGER WARNINGS: This book contains graphic violence, sexual situations, physical abuse, adult language, and references to
suicide. "The Savior's Sister is one of those gritty, sexy (and occasionally violent) books you can't put down. I can't wait to see what's next for
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Leila and Tobias." - Meg LaTorre, FOUNDER of iWriterly and science fiction and fantasy author

The Savior's Sister
Are you struggling to make ends meet? Are you trying to figure out HOW you're going to make ends meet with the money you're earning? I
get it. You want to do everything and find it FRUSTRATING that you don't earn what you are worth and how that then translates into you NOT
being able to get everything you want. So what can you do? What options are there? Do you:1. Apply for a personal loan, only to get
rejected? 2. Ask for a raise at work, only to be laughed at? 3. Apply to increase your credit card limit, only to overspend it? In this hands-on
and step-by-step guide, Lise Cartwright explains how YOU can earn what you're worth and have the things you want by writing ebooks all
WITHOUT having to leave your day job, apply for more credit increases or have embarrassing conversations with your boss! By using
examples from her own personal ebook writing experiences and guidance from her mentors, she shows you how you can make an extra
$1000 in just 30 days! In This How-To Guide, You'll Be Given:- Step-by-Step Instructions to help you quickly achieve and implement your
'ebook writing side hustle' - Action Checklists that will provide you with a quick re-cap on each step and EXACTLY what you need to do in
order to progress forward - A 30-Day Plan to help kick-start your ebook writing side hustle and develop the skills you need to make extra
money! The Side Hustle Blueprint series are concisely written with your crazy schedule in mind, and will teach and show you how to get the
things you want in life, without you having to sacrifice your social or work life. You'll quickly learn just how easy it is to make an extra $1000
per month! Don't let your fear of rejection and day job commitments stop you from having the financial benefits you deserve take action,
follow the book's steps, and enjoy your new lifestyle and laugh yourself all the way to the bank!

Book Writing Ideas: How to Write and Publish a Book
For people who want to test the market and for people who feel they have a book in them, writing an ebook is one way to get started,
according to Edwards and Vitale.

How to Write and Publish a Scientific Paper
Writers talk about their work in many ways: as an art, as a calling, as a lifestyle. Too often missing from these conversations is the fact that
writing is also a business. The reality is, those who want to make a full- or part-time job out of writing are going to have a more positive and
productive career if they understand the basic business principles underlying the industry. The Business of Being a Writer offers the business
education writers need but so rarely receive. It is meant for early-career writers looking to develop a realistic set of expectations about making
money from their work or for working writers who want a better understanding of the industry. Writers will gain a comprehensive picture of
how the publishing world works—from queries and agents to blogging and advertising—and will learn how they can best position themselves for
success over the long term. Jane Friedman has more than twenty years of experience in the publishing industry, with an emphasis on digital
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media strategy for authors and publishers. She is encouraging without sugarcoating, blending years of research with practical advice that will
help writers market themselves and maximize their writing-related income. It will leave them empowered, confident, and ready to turn their
craft into a career.

Write More, Publish More, Stress Less!
Don't have the time to write a book? Struggling with what to write about or where to start? Write Your Book on the Side will show you how to
write your first nonfiction kindle book while you're working a full-time job, even if you've never written a book before. You'll learn how to come
up with a winning topic, how to choose the right title, and how to publish your book in 10 easy steps. You'll also learn: -How much money you
can make from a kindle book -The only thing that matters in the entire book-writing process -How to launch your book to Amazon #1 Best
Seller status -How to pick a topic that people actually want to read -How to define your audience and outcome to narrow down your book's
topic -How to write your book quickly using 13 time-saving strategies -How to design a cover for your book -How to publish it on Amazon KDP
in 20 minutes And much, much more Here's are the steps that are covered in the book: -Step 1: Choose a General Topic -Step 2: Narrow It
Down -Step 3: Choose a Title and Subtitle -Step 4: Test and Iterate -Step 5: Outline Your Book -Step 6: Write Your Book -Step 7: Edit Your
Book -Step 8: Format Your Book -Step 9: Design a Cover -Step 10: Publish Your Book -Step 11 [Optional]: Launch Your Book -Step 12
[Optional]: Turn Your Book into an Amazon #1 Best Seller -Step 13 [Optional]: Gather Emails from Readers -Step 14 [Optional]: Expand Into
Other Formats Would you like to learn more? Download the book now and start managing your virtual team today. Scroll to the top of this
page and click on the "buy now" button.

Things Fall Apart
Guide on writing and submitting a scientific paper for graduates to professionals.

Let's Write a Short Story!
There is a reason why Stephen King is one of the bestselling writers in the world, ever. Described in the Guardian as 'the most remarkable
storyteller in modern American literature', Stephen King writes books that draw you in and are impossible to put down. Part memoir, part
master class by one of the bestselling authors of all time, this superb volume is a revealing and practical view of the writer's craft, comprising
the basic tools of the trade every writer must have. King's advice is grounded in the vivid memories from childhood through his emergence as
a writer, from his struggling early career to his widely reported, near-fatal accident in 1999 - and how the inextricable link between writing and
living spurred his recovery.
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